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1 Introduction
1.1

Place of this document and objectives

This document covers the UK Pilot project on the design, implementation and execution of
the transfer of GNSS data during an E112 call to the PSAP, identified as D4.3 in the list of
project deliverables.
It is generated as part of the contract 440/PP/GRO/PPA/15/8308.
Advanced Mobile Location (AML) was introduced in the UK by BT, HTC and EE in 2014 to
allow GNSS-based or WiFi derived locations established by handsets to supplement network
locations based on cell coverage. AML is described in ETSI TR 103 393 V1.1.1 (2016-03)
and was propagated across more handsets and networks in 2015. In 2015/16, talks with
Google developers led to the implementation of AML-compatible client code in the Android
services layer (known as Android Emergency Location or AEL) which since July 2016 has
been downloaded to almost all Android handsets worldwide. This has led to a massive
increase in availability of handset derived GNSS and Wifi locations in the UK
BT is responsible for Work Package D4.3 of the Help 112 Project involving feasibility study
and pilot to look at:
1.
Testing AEL with SMS transport of the location over a range of handsets for UK
callers in the UK to show improvement over network-provided location
2.
Using mobile data (HTTP) instead of SMS to transport handset locations for UK
callers – using Google’s http format
3.

Using SMS long number to use AEL for roaming calls in UK (foreign SIM in the UK)

4.
Using mobile data (HTTP) instead of SMS to transport handset locations for roaming
users.
BT would also be providing input to other Work packages based on experience of using its
existing AML solutions

1.2

Foreword

Emergency caller location is the most important piece of information for both PSAPs and first
responders. Ensuring it is accurate, reliable and timely will save lives and significant
emergency services resources. Not having it will mean negative outcomes for our citizens.
In the absence of a detailed and prescriptive regulatory framework, emergency mobile caller
location information in Europe has typically relied on Cell-ID. Cell-ID is generally inadequate
because the cell radius is too large, notably in rural areas. Developments in location
technologies and the proliferation of GNSS enabled smartphones are leading to improved
location information being available in the handset. Making such handset derived positioning
information available to PSAPs during emergency communications in a secure and reliable
manner is highly desirable.
This consortium, known as the HELP112 consortium, will demonstrate that accurate and
reliable caller location information is highly effective and is also highly efficient. It will also
demonstrate that it can be deployed across Europe in a cost effective manner, securing
better outcomes for our citizens and simultaneously not placing any additional burden on the
emergency services, mobile network providers or public authorities.
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Applicable Documents
AD

Title of the document & reference

AD 1

Contract 440/PP/GRO/PPA/15/8308

AD2

Help112 Consortium Agreement
Table 1 – Applicable documents

1.4

Reference Documents
RD

Title of the document & reference

RD 1

Help112 Technical, Management & Financial Proposal
TPZF/SSA-T2015-PP-0451 is1.0 31/07/2015

RD2

Help112 Requirements Document D1.1

RD3

Help 112 Technical description D3.2

RD4

ETSI TR 103 393 V1.1.1 (2016-03)
Table 2 – Reference documents
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2 Executive Summary
The UK Pilot tests AML with SMS transport of the location over a range of handsets for UK callers on
all mobile networks in the UK to show the improvement of location information compared to networkprovided location. It also tests use of mobile data (HTTPS) to transport handset location information
for UK callers and demonstrates both use of a long SMS number and HTTPS for AML location
transport for roaming calls in UK (foreign SIM in the UK).
The results show that handset location information using GNSS measurements provided with
Android’s AEL implementation of AML has made a very significant improvement to the location data
being provided to emergency services in the UK. In tests across rural and urban locations, there were
73% of calls where we obtained a GNSS-based location and 23% with a Wi-Fi-based location,
reducing the search area from a circle with radius 1983m on average to one with radius 37m.
We did find issues with some phone models, which are being addressed by software updates or
hardware configuration changes as Android Emergency Location functionality becomes established.
Foreign roamers dialling emergency numbers in the UK can be located by using an international long
SMS number configured in the existing Google software to deliver location to the visited country’s
PSAP. It is also shown to be straightforward to receive AML location messages through HTTPS
transmission for national and roaming handsets.
GNSS-based locations are the most precise, accurate and reliable and are increasingly available from
a wide range of handsets, but not yet all handsets, during an emergency call. For rural test results we
see an average radius of 13m and of 17m in urban areas: these are from handsets using GPS and
Glonass constellations.
WiFi-based locations also improve considerably over network based solutions, and help appreciably
when GNSS is not readily available (eg indoors), though they need clear guidelines on use to avoid
limitations. For urban areas we see an average radius of 24m in tests.
The UK pilot clearly shows that using AML functionality it is possible to receive GNSS based handset
locations from mobile networks using either SMS or https to transport the location, including ways to
manage roamers. The architectures use existing industry interfaces and infrastructure and were
straightforward to introduce to the PSAP structure in the UK
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3 Improvements over Network Provided Location –
Architecture 1
The intention for this activity is to test Google’s AEL on a number of standard, shop-bought handsets,
from a variety of locations, both outdoors and indoors, using the existing UK PSAP infrastructure.
The results will be compared with the network-provided locations for the calls, looking at the improved
accuracy, precision and reliability of the AEL solution.
The phones chosen to test with are:
- Samsung J3 (2016)
- LG K8 (2016)
- HTC Desire 530 (2016)
- Motorola Moto G4 (2016)
These are at the low-medium cost end of the spectrum, so thought to be representative of minimum
smartphone capabilities. However some issues were found with 3 of these particular phones (see
section 2.3 below) and so the following mid-high end handsets were added to our test suite.
-

Sony Z3 Compact (2015)
Sony Z5 (2015)
HTC M8 (2014)

Note that the Z5 and M8 are test phones supplied by manufacturers during the AML programme but
should behave exactly the same as the commercially available versions for this functionality.
We also had the use of one handset to try to test out AEL capability using the Galileo constellation of
satellites. This was:
-

BQ Aquarius X5 Plus (2016)

On making an emergency call (999 or 112 in the UK), the handset uses AEL (Android’s
implementation of AML) to try to establish its location for 20 seconds while the emergency voice call is
established, and the handset location is transmitted to the PSAP using a zero-rated SMS (with AEL’s
different Data Coding Scheme than used in standard SMS texts).
There is no impact on standard emergency voice call functionality and the AEL functionality built into
the handset’s operating system is only triggered when an emergency call is made to maintain
compliance with privacy expectations. It is not an App that needs to be downloaded and it is invisible
to user. The SMS is not stored on the handset and a minimum battery level is needed before AEL is
triggered.
AEL will turn-on GPS & WiFi facilities if needed and then collects location information from the
phone’s existing location functionality built into the operating system which utilises location assistance
servers maintained by Google.
Mobile networks in the UK have previously configured their switches to ensure they allow SMS when
an emergency call is in progress.
In the UK, the BT Stage 1 PSAP automatically verifies the handset GPS/Wifi location is consistent
with the network provided cell location (matched using the MSISDN): this is achieved using an
algorithm to decide whether to replace the network location with the AEL handset location for the
Stage 2 PSAPs to use.
Figure 1 below shows how the location information is provided to PSAPs in the existing (pre-Pilot)
service.
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Figure 1 : High Level Architecture in existing live UK implementation
The SMS with AML information is sent using the standard mobile network SMS service to send the
AML message from the phone to the SMSC (SMS Centre) within each mobile network (using normal
GSM/3GPP network standards). The Short Message Peer-to-Peer(SMPP) open industry standard
protocol for transfer of short message data outside mobile networks is then used to transport the data
from the SMSC to the SMS Aggregator (telecommunications industry organisation that allows
application providers in internet world to communicate with SMS Centres). The Aggregator then
forwards the message to the BT PSAP’s SMS Gateway using an Aggregator-defined format for the
https post message that includes all the AML data and the MSISDN.
At the BT PSAP’s eSMS Gateway Server (provided by another organisation under contract to BT) the
message is checked to see if it’s an AML message (as emergency SMS for deaf callers also uses this
route), and AML messages are then forwarded to the AML Reception process on the BT PSAP’s
external-facing server using a BT PSAP defined https format for the https post message. The AML
reception process then forwards the message to another server within the BT PSAP’s internal network
which forms the BT Location Hub (there are actually two servers for resilience, with the same
message sent to each). Stage 2 PSAPs can then pull location information from the location hub in the
normal way using an existing BT PSAP interface.
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Normal Tests

Testing was carried out in September and October 2016, using the range of locations specified in the
test document, Ref [1], with each handset and on each of the four UK mobile networks. An attempt
was also made to carry out each test twice in differing weather conditions (once in sunny weather,
once in rainy).
The results were classified by examining the locations returned by both the mobile networks and the
AML message sent by the phone (if there was one). The tester assessed whether:
1. the mobile network location circle contained the actual location of the call or not,
2. the AML location circle contained the actual location,
3. the AML location was nearby the actual location (often the AML location has a radius of less
than 10 metres so in a case where the caller is outside the AML location circle but still within
50 metres this still represents a sufficiently accurate location fix to find the caller), and
4. the AML location is an improvement on the network-provided location.
We also measured:
1. the distance between the network and AML location centre points,
2. the gap between the edges of the network and AML location circles if there is one (i.e. circles
do not overlap),
3. the time delay from the start of the call being answered by a BT PSAP operator and the AML
message arriving, and
4. the ratio of the area covered by the network location divided by the area covered by the AML
location (improvement in search area).
The attached spreadsheets referenced in Appendix A show the individual tests, along with a
URL for each to show the locations on a map.
The summary for the normal UK SIM in UK (the standard tests spreadsheet) is as follows:
Test calls

60

Handsets

4

Calls resulting in AML Message (from AEL)

100%

GNSS Result

73%

Wi-Fi Result

23%

Cell Result

2%

“No Location” Message

2%

Network Location Accurate (to extent it contains
caller location)

73%

AEL Location Exact (contains caller location)

58%

AEL Location Good (within 50m)

98%

AEL Location better than network location

98%

Average Network Location radius
Average AEL Location radius

1983m
37m
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Table 3 : Test Summary for normal AEL tests
The timeline in Figure 2 shows schematically the normal voice path and the arrival times for network
location (Cell ID) and the AEL arrival time (handset location based on GNSS, WiFi or Cell ID).

Figure 2 : Timeline comparing voice call progress and location availability
from network and handset (AML)
3.1.1

Conclusions

Caller location from AEL is very reliable, precise and accurate using either GNSS or Wi-Fi.
GNSS results were achieved in nearly all outside locations (77% of calls).
Search area is reduced from an average 12km2 to around 0.004km2, and in all cases where an AEL
location is obtained (98%) it is more accurate than the Network Location.
The AEL location is available within 20s of the start of the voice call being received by the Stage 1
PSAP for 80% of the calls, and the caller can be located using handset location information for 98% of
the test calls, whether indoors or outside.

3.1.2

Observations from Live Data

In the UK the AML technology has been operational for over two years now, and we have been able
to observe how real life situations correspond to our test cases. At the time of writing the UK PSAP
receives around 12,000 location messages per day. We have found that GNSS locations are very
reliable, while Wi-Fi locations are slightly less so, and it is wise to cross-reference these with the
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network-provided locations. Overall the current split in positioning method is 33% GNSS, 48% Wi-Fi,
4% cell and 15% “No Location” messages.
By splitting the data across handset types we find that the higher end handsets produce a greater
percentage of GNSS fixes. We have also found that newer models within a product line improve on
their proportion of GNSS. For instance, with the popular Samsung S line:
S4

35%

S5

30%

S6

50%

S7

70%

Table 4: Improving proportion of GNSS with more recent handsets
3.2

Special Tests

A number of tests were included to try out various situations which might cause issues with AML
location provided by AEL. The individual test results can be found in Appendix A. The results are as
follows:

3.2.1

Data Disabled (no credit) – SCEN_008

If a caller has run out of credit they will not be able to make normal calls, send text messages or
access data services. Emergency calls in the UK are free of charge, as is the short-code number (999
or 112) used to transmit AML locations by SMS, but lack of data may inhibit the phone’s ability to find
its location quickly. However in our tests (Appendix A, Spreadsheet 2), 10/12 calls resulted in an
accurate, precise location being sent. The phone either managed to establish a GNSS location
(without assistance), or was able to determine location using Wi-Fi access points, using its location
cache since it would have no access to the location server (unless it was logged into one of WiFi
access points allowing access to Google Location Servers free of charge).

3.2.2

Roamer with no Credit

The UK PSAP cannot normally determine the caller’s location from the network provider if the call is a
roaming one. If the caller has no credit or data connection they may also be inhibited in determining
location and unable to send an AML location by SMS, or http using mobile data.
We simulated this situation using a foreign SIM and received no network or AML location for the call.
Another test involved selecting a non-home network on the phone with a UK SIM, putting it into what
is known as Limited Service State. We were allowed to make an emergency call but the call came
through to the PSAP without a telephone number (no MSISDN), so even if an AML message had got
through (it didn’t, and would only do so if it regained connection with its home network to send an
SMS) the PSAP system would have been unable to match the voice call with the location.

3.2.3

Battery Saving Mode (SCEN_010)

The Android OS allows the user to specify different modes for checking location, one of which is
“battery saving” mode, which switches off the GNSS chip to save power, relying on Wi-Fi locations.
We tested using this mode and found that we still received GNSS locations from AML in 5/6 test calls.
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This is because Google’s Android Emergency Location (AEL) software overrides this setting for
duration of the emergency call, switching it to high accuracy mode.

3.2.4

Device Only Mode (SCEN_011)

Another Android OS location setting is “device only” which normally prevents the phone accessing
internet-based services for Wi-Fi locations or for GNSS assistance data and restricts it to using GNSS.
We put a phone into this mode and made some emergency calls. 3 of 7 calls gave us a very accurate
GNSS-based location, 3 gave a cell-based location, which was still better than the network-supplied
location*, and one call did not result in an AML message. This is consistent with fact that Google’s
AEL software overrides this setting for duration of the emergency call, switching it to high accuracy
mode.
We also tried some test calls with a separate phone, first with mobile data enabled and then with data
disabled. With mobile data enabled the phone produced 4 Wi-Fi-based AML locations from 4 calls,
while with mobile data disabled it gave 4 GNSS, 1 Wi-Fi (from a cached location) and 2 “no location”
messages.
* Cell based locations from AEL are provided from Google’s Location Service – based on crowd
sourcing of GNSS locations observed at the same time as when specific (usually multiple) cell IDs are
seen from mobile networks. Cell based locations from the networks’ GMLCs (Gateway Mo8bile
Location Centres) are based on the cell coverage from single cell used to make the voice emergency
call.

3.2.5

Call without SIM (SCEN-012)

In some countries callers can make emergency calls even when no SIM card is inserted in the phone.
However this is not allowed in the UK. We tried an emergency call without a SIM card and confirmed
that the call was disallowed.

3.2.6

Test using Galileo Satellite Constellation

The location software on Android phones can use the satellite signals from any of several
constellations of satellites, including the American GPS system, the Russian GLONASS and the
European Galileo constellation. We have obtained a phone which is capable of using the Galileo
constellation to fix its location. Initial tests showed that making an emergency call disables the GNSS
functionality on this phone, as with some of our other test phones (see section 3.3), so our testing was
carried out using the Google test application** and non-emergency calls.
We made 6 calls, observing the list of satellites in use using a monitoring application. This indicated
that 2 Galileo satellites were visible and may have been in use for the first and last test but not during
the other tests. However there’s no guarantee that these were used during these tests or not used in
the other tests. All of our tests gave very precise and accurate location readings, between 3m and 7m
AML radius, and either including caller’s location or within 10m of the caller.
Further tests were attempted but there were challenges owing to maintenance work reducing the
signals from Galileo in the period of the pilot. We continued to try at times when more Galileo satellites
should have been present over the UK but this has not been possible.
**Google test application – installed on some of our test phones, this is a separate application that
duplicates the Play Services one but which can be configured to trigger on a specified number and
send the location message in a number of ways
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Conclusions

While AML works best with a phone that already allows GNSS on an emergency call in High Accuracy
location mode with a data allowance, it also copes well with less than ideal settings, whether that is
lack of credit on the phone, or limited location permissions.
In some cases a location cannot be sent but the setup in the UK (using a free SMS message to
transport the location data with very wide geographic coverage) has been chosen to give as much
chance as possible for the location message to get through.
The main issue for the user in their home country is for calls which have roamed to another (national)
network in Limited Service State (~3% of calls in UK), usually due to loss of signal for, or lack of
coverage from, the home network. In this case the voice call does not come through with a telephone
number (no MSISDN is available from the visited network in LSS state), so it is not possible to find a
network location from a network’s location server, and neither SMS or data transmission is possible in
Limited Service State so also not possible to receive an AML location.

3.3

Observations and Anomalies

A number of observations were made during the testing and some effort has gone into working out
what happened to cause each one.

3.3.1

Phone not sending AML Message

The LG K8 phone provided good locations in testing except that we noticed it didn’t send an AML
message in 3 out of 12 instances. Further checking showed that the LG K8 would not send an SMS
message during the emergency call, but rather only after the emergency call is finished. And if the call
takes longer than about 30 seconds, it does not send the SMS message at all.
We checked live emergency calls for one day with 8 AML messages (it is not currently a widely used
handset), and found that only very short calls come with AML messages from this model. We looked
at all the messages for all phones in live use for the day in question and found that only the LG K8
and one other handset model (one Huawei model, the Ascend Y635) had location messages only for
short calls. This is not common to other LG or Huawei models.
This issue has been brought to the attention of Google - Google were already considering including a
test within its Compatibility Test Suite for handset providers to ensure SMS could be sent during an
emergency call.

3.3.2

Phone not using GNSS

The HTC Desire 530 displayed a tendency to only report Wi-Fi-based locations. These sometimes
seemed to be “historic locations” from a short while before the call (see below).
Another handset, the Motorola Moto-G4 behaved similarly and we tested extensively with this and the
HTC Desire 530:

Testing with the Moto-G4, using Google’s test application rather than the Play Services
software, triggering AML using an 0800 non-emergency number with location being sent after
25 seconds and mobile data disabled: 11/11 tests gave locations with 14m (indoors) or 3m or
4m (outdoors) radius and very good accuracy (within 5m of caller every time). Conclusion: the
phone is capable of very good unassisted GNSS location within 25s and during a normal nonemergency call.
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Testing with the Moto-G4, using Google’s test application, triggering on 0800 number, location
sent after 15s, mobile data enabled: an indoors call gave a location with 43m radius, while 9/9
outdoors calls gave locations between 3m and 15m, all with very good accuracy (within 10m
of the caller). This was repeated for a further 18 very good locations with timing set back at
20 seconds on both Moto G4 and HTC Desire 530
Conclusions: 1 – the phones are capable of a good (assisted) GNSS fix within 15s and 20s,
so the standard 20s in the Google UK configuration should be long enough. 2 – having data
enabled didn’t make the phones switch to reporting Wi-Fi locations, so it’s not that the phones
prefers reporting Wi-Fi in general



Testing with the Moto-G4, using Play Services, triggered on 999, calls as short as possible:
4/4 calls produced inaccurate, Wi-Fi-based locations with radii from 20m to 140m which
looked like they were pointing at the location of previous calls or somewhere in between
previous and current calls. See 3.3.4 for a further discussion on this point.
Conclusion: short calls on these handsets do not assist in obtaining GNSS locations.



Testing with the Moto-G4, using Play Services, triggered on an 0800 non-emergency number,
5/5 calls produced very accurate GNSS-based results with radii between 3m and 5m.
Conclusion: it’s not the Play Services implementation of AML that is the problem.



Testing with Moto-G4, using Google Maps to check location, moving, then calling 999 to
trigger AML message, we expected the messages to possibly reflect the last known location.
This didn’t quite happen but some inaccurate results reflected a previous location (historic
location) on the walk. Conclusion: it’s not as simple as the phone’s software or Google’s
location software reporting last-known location if it can’t use GNSS, but there does seem to be
an element of cached results.

Possibilities left:
o

Phone switches off GNSS during call to recognised emergency number.
Any GNSS results are due to very short calls (<20seconds) where GNSS is allowed
after the end of the call, or while the call is being set-up.

We checked what was happening for live calls: between Mon 5th and Sun 11th September 2016 for all
Moto-G handsets, ratio of GNSS/Wi-Fi/Cell/NoLoc results is 5%/73%/9%/13%.
For all handsets of all types in live service the split is 33%/48%/4%/15%.
The 33% GNSS figure is the total from our existing live service across all handset types of all ages,
for all areas (with differing degree of network data coverage), with various handset settings in use, and
across all types of locations, with the results weighted towards the most common types of locations
and handsets. This differs from the 73% GNSS results obtained in our test calls in Table 1 where we
are using a smaller range of handsets, using high accuracy mode at all times, with mobile data
enabled and with equal weight to all types of locations.
For a popular high-end handset (likely to have data enabled) the split is 62%/28%/4%/7%.
In more detail we looked at how well each of the most popular handsets managed to establish a
GNSS result as shown in the table below.
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% GNSS

Samsung Galaxy S6 Edge

8496

61%

Samsung Galaxy S5

8449

30%

Samsung Galaxy S6

5031

51%

Samsung Galaxy S7 Edge

4200

76%

Samsung Galaxy A3

3543

16%

Samsung Galaxy J5

3408

10%

Samsung Galaxy S4

3390

35%

Samsung Galaxy S7

2638

70%

Samsung Galaxy S3 Mini

2530

20%

Samsung Galaxy S4 Mini

2521

30%

Samsung Galaxy Core Prime

1997

14%

Samsung Galaxy Note 4

1892

12%

Motorola Moto-G

1841

5%

Samsung Galaxy S3

1693

27%

Samsung Galaxy J3

1597

51%

Samsung Galaxy Note 3

1368

5%

Sony M4

1313

5%

Samsung Galaxy S5 Mini

1169

33%

Samsung Galaxy Ace

1121

14%

Samsung Galaxy A5

1108

19%

Huawei P8

1043

50%

Sony Z5

1032

61%

Sony M2

954

8%

Sony Z3

902

53%

Sony Z3 Compact

885

57%

HTC One M8

807

45%

Samsung Galaxy J1

758

15%

HTC One Mini 2

686

29%
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Motorola Moto-E

661

6%

HTC One M7

619

23%

HTC Desire 510

593

26%

Sony Z5 Compact

580

66%

HTC One M9

549

56%

LG G3

513

5%
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Table 5: Percentage of GNSS locations from popular handsets in live AEL
service
We can see several things from this:
- many of the popular handsets are able to establish a GNSS result in majority of cases; the
older handsets do less well but are still often able to do so;
- the Moto-G shows a particularly low GNSS percentage, agreeing with previous data for test
Moto G that it may be blocked from establishing a GNSS location during an emergency call;
- the HTC Desire 530 gets 66% GNSS, which is unexpectedly high when considering our test
handset results. [HTC 530 not in list above as not currently one of most widely used in live.]
This is explained by breaking down the results across the 4 mobile networks: on the three
networks for which HTC produced handset-based AML versions of this model, we do find
around 66% GNSS results, while on the one network (the one used by our own HTC Desire
530) which doesn’t have a handset-based AML version we have 20% GNSS results.
Handset manufacturers clearly have a role to play in enabling GNSS during emergency
calls, which we understand to relate to chipset configuration.
We looked at live stats for Moto G in more detail: between Sun 25th and Fri 30th September
2016 we had 94 messages from Moto-G phones with GNSS positioning method and were
fairly evenly split across networks. Half (47) of these were short test calls from network
installation engineers. 12 were short, silent calls, 5 didn’t result in a voice call, 19 went
through to the police, 5 to the ambulance and 2 to the fire brigade. Of those that went through
to an emergency authority we looked at whether the caller hung up part way through the call.
In some cases they did, in some a GNSS result was obtained but with an unusually large
radius, and in other cases a GNSS result was reported but with an older Time of Positioning,
indicating perhaps that an earlier attempt had been made to call or the phone took a while to
establish a voice connection.
Here is a more detailed look at the problem, using the Moto-G4 phone: the first 5 results are
from dialling 999, the next 5 from dialling an 0800 non-emergency number, both triggering the
Play Services AML software to fetch and send a location during the call.
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Latitude Longitude Radius Positioning Method

03-10-2016 14:44:32 55.85639 -4.26082

256

C

03-10-2016 14:49:45 55.85611 -4.25789

30

W

03-10-2016 14:58:07 55.85349 -4.24681

120

C

03-10-2016 15:14:34 55.85551 -4.24965

127

C

03-10-2016 15:23:46 55.85632 -4.25767

46

W

03-10-2016 18:38:25 55.85837 -4.52569

10

G

04-10-2016 09:12:23 55.85424 -4.28141

3

G

04-10-2016 09:19:37 55.85535 -4.27332

3

G

04-10-2016 09:21:55 55.85525 -4.27060

5

G

04-10-2016 09:24:31 55.85492 -4.26734

3

G

Table 6: Example of handset not yet allowing GNSS on emergency calls
In conclusion:
- Some handsets are still using configurations that do not allow GNSS use during emergency calls
(which is understood to be related to chipset settings).
- All Motorola devices appeared to fall in to this category, along with HTC devices on one UK mobile
network in particular (but on some devices on all networks), on some lower-end Samsung devices, on
most LG devices (including Nexus), for many Huawei Ascend devices and a small number of Sony
devices.
-To give an idea of the size of the issue, from our week’s sample, around 35% of calls were from
handsets that produced less than 20% GNSS results. Nevertheless, for these handsets we see a
higher proportion of Wi-Fi results instead so we can still obtain an improvement over current
network location methods.
The latest Android CDD published on 14 October makes support for allowing GNSS location
determination by the handset during an emergency call “strongly preferred” for the “(N)ougat” version
of the Android OS, with a note that it will become Mandatory for the “O” version Android OS.
The latest monthly update of Android CTS includes a test to check whether GNSS location
determination is allowed from a mobile handset during an emergency call, which will raise the profile
of this issue for handsets not yet allowing this.
Google expected the result of this activity to mean that we would continue to see the issue for a few
handsets over the coming 12 months, unless mobile networks (or Google) could meanwhile persuade
handset manufacturers involved to use a maintenance release to change the chipset configuration
which controls this.
We have also seen that newer handsets tend to be much better at getting a GNSS fix (around 50% of
emergency calls) and so expect this issue to gradually reduce if we don’t find a way to improve things
with code or configuration updates.
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Incorrect Google Location

On one of our test calls we received an AML location that was incorrect by a large distance. The test
call was made using the LG K8 handset, indoors in a shopping centre in Glasgow. The AML message
reported the location as being in Birmingham, around 450km away. Its radius was large (1399m) and
its positioning method was based on cell, rather than Wi-Fi information, though there were plenty of
Wi-Fi hotspots within reach in the shopping centre.
We passed this one on to Google to see if there was anything they could discover about the bad
location.
This is not something we’ve seen before in hundreds of test calls so clearly unusual but does serve as
a reminder that AML information does need to be carefully managed by call takers (as does any
location information whether provided by callers or networks).
Google have since confirmed that the version of Play Services known as V10.X.X on handsets
released in November 2016 contains changes to ensure the very occasionally seen very large GNSS
radii were not returned, and that even more rarely seen (0,0) (lat,long) values would also be filtered
out.
Note: BT PSAP also has a filter to ensure any non-UK results, which are occasionally seen (usually
also with very large radius) are filtered out in its system before presented to call takers.

3.3.4

Historic Locations

The behaviour of the HTC and Motorola handsets wouldn’t be a problem if the Wi-Fi result obtained
was always accurate. However the locations received using these phones were sometimes inaccurate
or found to offer no location: 10 of the 20 test calls using these handsets gave either no location or a
location more than 50m away from the caller. In 7 cases the location given was where a previous call
had been made, ie a historic location. In one case calling from the tester’s home resulted in a handset
location at the office, where the tester hadn’t been for 17 hours. The time of positioning reported by
the phone was the time the call was made rather than when the tester had been at the location. It is
thought that Wi-Fi scans are not allowed during an emergency call by some handsets so Wi-Fi scan
results can be from before the call depending on each handset manufacturer’s policy. For the
remaining 3 cases, 2 were where there was No Location provided and 1 was around 200m from the
caller.
In the UK live service we use an algorithm to decide whether or not to accept a handset location*. It
compares the handset location with the network provided location, to make sure they are consistent,
and also trusts GNSS-based and cell based results more than Wi-Fi-based ones. In live service the
algorithm results in us rejecting 2% of WiFi locations for this reason. This algorithm would eliminate 3
out of 7 of the historic locations we found in our testing (the other 4 being within 200-400m of the
caller, including 3 calls being made at the same location).
Historic or Stale Wi-Fi locations (but with current timestamp) which are sometimes being received, and
which are particularly noticeable in handsets that do not allow GNSS during an emergency call, could
be misleading, although use of a “consistency algorithm” helps PSAPs to recognise these are
sometimes not current. This highlights the importance for handset location information to be carefully
managed by call takers, in the same way as other location information, whether provided by networks,
or verbally by callers.
We also checked with what frequency any historic WiFi-based locations were being observed in live
use that were not filtered out by the network consistency check. To do so we sampled 50 live calls
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across a range of handsets and networks and checked location provided verbally by the caller against
the Wifi location. 60% were within the WiFi location circles (caller would be expected to be within the
circle about 68% of time), another 18% within 20m of the location circles, 12% within 50m and 8%
within 100m. The remaining 2% were cases where caller was reporting an incident at a different
location. Allowing for some inaccuracy in what callers said was their location, this suggests that
although our testing shows the historic location issue exists, it is not a major factor in live service, and
the 68% confidence factor for how often callers will be found within circles is a good guide.
To improve matters still further Google are working with their location teams to see whether:- a change can be made within their Fused Location Provider (FLP) application that allows any
different times reported by OEM handset software in Wi-Fi Access Point information to be taken into
account, for example giving less weight to access points associated with older times, and/or using
higher uncertainty percentage, and/or a bigger radius for such points.
- changes can be made to CTS tests to identify handsets that (i) do not allow Wi-Fi scans during an
emergency call, and that (ii) do not individually tag Wi-Fi access points with the time they were seen
when sending to FLP.
*In other countries (including other Pilot Sites), PSAPs always present both network and handset
locations to call takers, so the call taker can take both into account.

3.3.5

Poor Network Locations

While testing AML and comparing it with network-provided locations, we also noted that the networkprovided location was not always accurate. In around 30% of cases, the caller was outside the circle
provided by the network as their likely location. This varied a lot depending on which network was
being used and while in some cases the caller was just a few hundred metres outside the circle, in
some cases the network location was kilometres away.
The networks base their location information on the position of the receiver, the direction it faces and
the strength of signals transmitted. In city centre locations there tend to be many receivers at low
powers and so caller location tends to more precise, while in a rural setting the nearest receiver might
be tens of kilometres away, and so the reported location needs to have a large radius.
AML, as well as providing a more precise and accurate location for callers with a capable handset,
also provides an opportunity to feedback data to the network providers so they can improve the cell
coverage location reported.

3.3.6

GNSS Results with caller just outside the AML Circle

When examining the results of our tests we looked at whether the caller was within the circle defined
by the latitude, longitude and radius reported by the network or AML message. In the case of the AML
messages we found that the caller was often a small distance outside the circle, but the radius given
was so small that they would always be found right away if the responder went to the location. For
instance a GNSS-based result with 4m radius where the caller was 3m outside the given location
circle. While this is technically a failure in the accuracy of the system, it is in practice a success, as the
caller would obviously be found if they were only a couple of paces away. So we added an extra
measure for accuracy which looked at whether or not the caller was within 50m of the reported
location.
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Handsets with both forms of AML

AML functionality was initially implemented in the UK by a number of handset manufacturers and
placed in the software of their phones provided to certain networks. It was subsequently implemented
by Google and released as part of the Google Play Services background application. This means that
some handsets have two versions of AML installed. We used one of our test handsets with
manufacturer’s own AML, an HTC One M8, to see how such a handset behaved.
Examining the results we found that the handset sent two AML messages for each emergency call.
Both reported very similar locations and radii and almost always the same positioning method (GNSS
or Wi-Fi). Since the pairs of messages were always almost exactly the same, we just recorded the
messages from Google Play Services for our test results.
The results from this handset were very good and we conclude that having both versions of AML
installed does not cause any issues with the locations reported.
Note: Examining an extract from live data, we can separate out the Google and handset AML
messages, and try to match them up using telephone number and time of the message. Splitting the
data by network and handset we found that in most cases (60-95% depending on handset) where
handset AML was installed, the majority of phones were sending both handset and Google AML
message. The reason behind less than 100% sending both messages is assumed to be that not all
the handsets have yet been updated with the latest version of Google Play Services.
We did find a few anomalies. In particular the Samsung S6 and S6 Edge handsets, where we found
that only around 10% of handset-based AML messages were matched with Google-based messages.
The reason for this remains unclear and is under investigation with Google and Samsung.
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4 Long Number for Foreign Roamers – Architecture 2
Using the existing Google AML software, it is possible to send a message from a phone in the UK with
a foreign SIM to the UK AML destination using a “long number”: a full length number including country
code, e.g. +4472738360, which although it looks like a normal mobile phone number is a virtual
mobile number as it doesn’t terminate on a mobile phone. This avoids the issue of the foreign SIM’s
home SMSC not being able to route the normal 999 code for AML messages back to the UK AML
destination.
We tested a variety of combinations of features as follows:
1. Check we can send a normal text message from a phone using a foreign SIM to a UK number
2. Check Google test app can send a text SMS to the UK AML Test number
3. Check Google test app can send a data SMS to the UK AML Test number
4. See if Google test app can send a text SMS to the UK AML short code (+44999)
5. See if Google test app can send a data SMS to the UK AML short code (+44999)
6. Try sending a text SMS to 999 without country code
7. Ask Google to configure Google Play Services to send data SMS to UK AML Test number
when network country code is UK and SIM country code is not the UK
A number of overseas SIM cards have been used in the Samsung J3 handset to do this testing. These
include SIMs from Republic of Ireland, Lithuania, Italy and Belgium, plus a non-European SIM from
South Africa.
The SIMs were set up in a variety of ways, some with data enabled, some without, and in one case
without any credit.
We followed through our checks with the following results:
1. Sending a text message to a UK number: this worked fine as expected, using +44 in front of
the number
2. Send text SMS to the UK AML test number (+447786200111) : this came through OK, with
Telephone number 27711252269, the full international number as expected
3. Send data SMS to UK AML test number: again this worked fine
4. Send text SMS to +44999: this didn’t work, and the phone log showed a failed SMS message
5. Send data SMS to +44999: again, this didn’t work, as expected
6. Sending text to 999: this came up with a confirmation window first, followed by a fail message
in the SMS log
7. The Google team set up the configuration for their AEL software for us, so that for certain
google accounts, a call to 999 or 112 in the UK, using a foreign SIM, results in the AML
message being sent to our long test number.
As the test results show, this worked from a variety of foreign SIM cards, from both within and outside
Europe, and the only case where it didn’t work was where the SIM card had no credit to send the
message. The messages came through very quickly, taking just a few seconds to arrive at our server.
The individual test results in Appendix B for SCEN_013 and SCEN_009) show that using a long
number for AML enables foreign roamer emergency calls to be matched with the caller’s location,
whether the caller has brought their phone from within or outside of Europe, and also that we can still
determine an accurate location if roaming data is switched off (SCEN_009). The only case we didn’t
receive a message was when the caller had no credit. This is discussed below.

4.1

Matching Location with Voice Call

For the AML messages: an SMS message arrives along with the MSISDN telephone number. This is
usually in the format “447xxxxxxxxx”. The system strips off leading zeros and leading 44 before
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putting the “7xxxxxxxxx” number into the BT Stage 1 PSAP database queried by the emergency
authorities. If the AML message is from a foreign roamer its associated MSISDN will have the form
“CC7xxxxxxxxx” and the country code will be left on as it goes to the BT Stage 1 PSAP database.

4.2

Zero Rating the Long Number

For our tests we used a long number supplied by one of the UK networks, and there is a charge to the
caller for each message sent to that number. We saw with one of our tests that a caller with no credit
will not have their location communicated due to this charge. This poses several possible issues:
1. Some messages won’t get through due to lack of credit
2. Some callers may object to their emergency call costing them money through charges for
SMS transporting AML information: unlikely to object for real emergencies.
3. Some callers may object to their mistaken emergency calls (misdial, phone in pocket, etc)
costing them money : still not very likely due to relatively low cost of texts, even with current
roaming fees.
The obvious solution is to make the AML endpoint a zero-rated number.
The charge for sending SMS messages from abroad is composed of three portions:
i)

The retail charge levied by the network provider of the roaming subscriber

ii)
The wholesale SMS charge levied by provider of the long number to the network provider of
the roaming subscriber
iii)
The wholesale roaming charge levied by the UK network on which the sub is roaming to the
network provider of the roaming subscriber.
It is straightforward to set up a long number hosted by a single UK network, and the cost could be
shared between the networks to allow that element to be zero rated to callers, but we would also
require an agreement with each foreign network not to charge for the particular UK number we use.
This is likely to be impractical to completely implement with large numbers of mobile networks and
virtual mobile networks, but a pragmatic approach would be to agree this with networks in the most
common visitor countries that visit the UK and EU countries in particular. This would be especially
important in countries with large numbers of commuters from one country to another, or with very high
proportions of tourists.
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5 Receiving HTTP Formatted Locations – Architecture 4
Google developed their location software to send either an SMS message or a HTTPS post. Here we
will look at how to handle an HTTPS post message and fit it into the BT PSAP infrastructure.
Google’s Thunderbird Partner Endpoint Overview document describes the fields which will be sent in
the HTTP post message. These should come through as normal CGI (common gateway interface)
name-value pairs in the HTTP post. This is the same format used for submitting HTML forms so will
be familiar to teams that develop web-based applications. The data comes through in the body of the
POST message using the & character as a field separator and the = character to separate name and
value. A portion of the message will look like this:
….location_time=1471528826884&cell_home_mcc=234&device_imsi=234109003946194&cell_home
_mnc=10….
Google specify a list of fields which are delivered in the message but for our pilot we only used the
ones that match fields in the SMS AML format. Field names (with the ones we use in current AML
highlighted) are:
location_latitude

device_number

cell_carrier

place_name

location_longitude

device_model

cell_home_mcc

place_id

location_time

device_imsi

cell_home_mnc

place_likelihood

location_altitude

device_imei

cell_network_mcc

place_address

cell_network_mnc

place_latitude

location_floor
location_accuracy

place_longitude

location_source

place_number
place_website

To receive this sort of message BT have for this project implemented a web server application** that
receives the HTTPS messages, reformats them to match the name value pairs and separators used
in the BT PSAP internal https interface for AML SMS messages, and then forwards them onto the
existing AML reception system.

The following diagram shows the message flow for an SMS AML/AEL message :- using the standard mobile network SMS service to send the message from the phone to the SMSC
(SMS Centre) within each mobile network (using normal GSM/3GPP network standards)
- from the SMSC to the SMS Aggregator using the Short Message Peer-to-Peer(SMPP) open industry
standard protocol for transfer of short message data outside of mobile networks
- from the Aggregator to the BT PSAP’s SMS Gateway using an Aggregator-defined format for the
https post message that includes all the AML name-value pairs and the MSISDN.
- the BT PSAP’s eSMS Gateway Server (provided by another organisation) then extracts the
message to check if it’s an AML message (as emergency SMS for deaf information also uses this
route) and forwards AML messages to the AML Reception process on BT PSAP’s external-facing
server using a BT PSAP defined https format for the https post message (See Appendix I)
- the AML reception process then forwards the message to our AML Server process, which is hosted
on another server within the BT PSAP’s internal network (there are actually two servers for resilience,
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with the same message sent to each).
The path for an HTTPS message is simpler. The phone connects to BT’s external-facing server
directly, sending an HTTP POST to the AML HTTP process. This could connect directly to the AML
Server, but it is more convenient in view of BT PSAP’s existing SMS- based deployment to make it
forward the reformatted message to the AML Reception process first. This provides a single point of
contact on an externally facing server that can report on all AML messages of both types.
The new elements in the diagram below are shown in green
Note that the AMLHTTP process and AML Reception process are hosted on the same external-facing
hardware platform.

SMS

Phone

SMSC

SMPP

SMS
Aggregator

Https
[Aggregator)

eSMS Server

HTTPS (Internal Format)

HTTPS
(Google Format)

AMLHTTPs

AML
Reception

HTTPS (Internal Format)

HTTP Internal Format

AML Server

Figure 3 Adding Http to UK AML architecture 1
The AMLHTTPs process searches for the current key fields in the POST message and translates
them to fields in the output AML message. Some of these fields need to be reformatted and some
need to be generated, since they aren’t present in the Google HTTPS message. Note that the output
message will consist of two parameters, one of which (SRC-MSN) is the telephone number (the
MSISDN) of the sending device and the other (MSG) contains the contents of the SMS message.

HTTPS Field

SMS Parameter and
Field

Conversion

device_number

SRC-MSN

exact copy

location_latitude

MSG – lt

restrict to 5 decimal places
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location_longitude

MSG – lg

restrict to 5 decimal places

location_accuracy

MSG – rd

convert to integer

location_source

MSG – pm

convert to W/G/C/N

device_imsi

MSG – si

exact copy

device_imei

MSG – ei

exact copy

cell_network_mcc

MSG – mcc

exact copy

cell_network_mnc

MSG – mnc

exact copy

location_time

MSG – top

convert from Unix milliseconds
to YYYYMMDDhhmmss

MSG – lc

insert static level of confidence
67

MSG – ml

count message length

Table 7 : Conversion of Android https fields to those used in AML SMS
For the prototype we took the following steps:
1. Wrote a web application, AMLHTTPs, to convert from Google’s HTTPS format to the SMS format
2. Tested location using Google’s test app to test out the message being correctly sent.
3. Asked Google to make a configuration change to the Play Services UK setup to report location
transport using HTTPS (for test phones only)
4. Tested location using Play Services AML sending HTTPS message
An additional factor with using the HTTPS method for sending locations from the handsets is that of
security. With SMS, the PSAP server simply has to open up its firewalls for a connection from the
eSMS Server (and only for that Server). But with HTTPS the server needs to be able to receive
messages from any client on the internet. This means that extra precautions must be taken by the
Webserver being used to protect against denial of service attacks. The handset also needs to be
sure to send its location to a valid PSAP server. Therefore use of HTTPS is important, and in a live
environment server-side signed certificates would be used to prevent misdirection of messages. For
our testing we used a self-signed certificate, which we also had to load onto each phone to allow
them to connect through to the server.
***A web server application is something well understood by software developers and this section
describes the interface in sufficient detail (with reference to Google) to be understood by those with
web development experience, who will be able to interpret that and write their own program. It’s the
normal way to receive information from the internet and will need to be implemented in a way that fits
with each PSAP’s own internal applications and servers that are going to be used. It is not a new
deliverable but a normal means of interacting with internet and passing information to internal
applications of the receiving organisation.

5.1
5.1.1

Test Summary
Initial Test – Connectivity

To assure ourselves that we could send the message from a phone to our server, we tried setting up
the Google test app to point to our test server, to a test application of AML reception we use to
analyse test messages from our partners, known as the InfoServlet. Initial tests showed no message
coming through, but once we had installed the server’s certificate on the phone being used, we
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received the message and could see from the InfoServlet log file what parameters were being sent
and what their values looked like.
We would not have the certificate problem in a live environment as a proper verified certificate would
be used instead of the self-signed one we used for testing.

5.1.2

Intermediate Test – Google Test App

We implemented a message-handling application to receive the Google HTTPS messages, translate
them and pass them on to our current AML servers. We were then able to trigger the Google test app
from a normal call or an emergency call, getting it to send us a message. We observed the logs and
found that the messages arrived successfully.

5.1.3

Final Test – Play Services App

Google adjusted the Play Services configuration to allow our testing and we tried triggering it from one
of our test phones. This successfully sent the data through to our test application (see Appendix C for
details). We found that all the necessary data came through, even on the second test where mobile
data and Wi-Fi were switched off before the call to attempt to prevent the communication of the
HTTPS information taking place. Wi-Fi is switched-on during the emergency call by AEL and then
switched-off (restored to off) after the call.
Note that the results were all Wi-Fi-based AML locations in SCEN_007 with the testing being focussed
on ability to transmit location using https rather than SMS and not the phone’s ability to obtain a GNSS
location. UK SIMs (with data enabled or disabled) and Roaming SIMs were both successfully tested
to cover SCEN-013.
An important exception to successful tests was that on two of the test calls, although location was
successfully established and transmitted, the telephone number was not included in the incoming
message. Instead a blank number was sent. With some further investigation we found that some SIMs
store the telephone number, while others do not and the number is only known by the home network.
We can differentiate these by checking the phone’s Settings, where the telephone number either
shows up or is marked as “unknown”. This places a significant limitation on the HTTPS technique, as
we use the telephone number to match a location message with the voice call. To reliably use this
method we would have to do one of the following:
1. Ensure that all SIMs in the country store the number internally – thought to be unlikely to be
acceptable to all mobile networks.
2. Use the IMSI identifier to match voice and data, somehow obtaining this through the voice call
– again unlikely to be practical in 2G or 3G networks nor acceptable policy to mobile networks
3. Send both SMS and HTTPS message, and use the IMSI sent with both to match them

5.1.4

Conclusions and Uses

We have shown that an internet-facing application is straightforward to implement to handle Google’s
HTTPS format messages, and pass them through to BT PSAP’s AML servers to complement and/or
enhance the SMS messages currently being used. We plan to continue to use SMS for the
foreseeable future due to its robustness and wider geographic coverage than voice or data (SMS
requires less signal strength and greatest chance of location being transmitted), but HTTPS could be
useful as follows:-
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Supplementary information – since SMS has a limited message size, we could use HTTPS to
provide extra information, such as a civic address of the current location, medical information
about the caller, environmental information, etc.
Non-GSM devices – emergency calls can be made from other devices which don’t use the
mobile networks, and hence cannot send SMS messages. For instance a voice-over-IP
(VOIP) phone could use HTTPS interface to send its location if able to determine it.
Other PSAPs – the HTTPS interface (Google Format) could also be used to send messages
between PSAPs, for instance where two countries border each other and a caller in country A
roams to a mobile network in the neighbouring country B, the voice call could be passed on by
PSAP B to the correct country A and the location could also be passed on using the https
interface.
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6 Compliance with requirements
There is a high degree of compliance with the requirements for Help112 solution that are set-out in
HELP112 Document D1.1.
Appendices D-H show the detailed compliance with the HELP112 D1.1 Requirements list, additionally
broken down to handsets and scenarios.
There are 36 requirements altogether: 24 full compliance + 5 partial compliance, ie 66% full or 81%
(full + partial) compliance. If cases unable to be tested are removed, this becomes 77% or 94%
compliant.
There is Partial Compliance for 5 requirements - recommendations are made to modify some of these
to reflect the best that can be practically achieved:-

BATT_002: designed to protect voice call by checking battery capacity before triggering
AML/AEL location functionality. This is in place, though not as flexible as requirement.

-

SECU_001: full compliance to optimal requirement would be very challenging (“… always be
available …even if …access with appropriate privileges is gained that can make the service
unavailable or unusable”), but is considered partially compliant as risk is minimal due to
secure interfaces and servers used.

-

ACCU_06: The actual position is within the radius defined by the precision criterion for 58% of
cases (not all cases as required). However, 98% of locations are within 50m of AEL circle,
and 98% are better than network locations.
A recommendation is that this optimal requirement [accuracy of location estimate should
always be less than its precision] should be modified as follows: “The accuracy of location
estimate should be such that in >90% of cases the actual position should be within 50 metres
of the radius defined by the precision of the estimate.”
Note: This is still consistent with the substantial improvement PSAPs were seeking, and other
requirements such as the FCC’s, as explained in section 4.3 of D1.1

-

ACCU_05: confidence radius of the location measured is less than 50 meters in rural areas
for 90% of calls (ie 5% less than 95% target).

-

RESP_002: The response time (AML received after voice call answered) is less than 30
seconds in 98% of cases (rather than 100%) for any solution that provides more accurate and
precise caller location and satisfies the precision and accuracy requirements (qualified by
ACCU 06 and ACCU_05 comments above).
The response time equates to the sum of the time to estimate the caller location, the time to
transmit it to the PSAP and the time to present in the CAD system, so a number of steps
where there could sometimes be an occasional delay. Best to allow for that so would
recommend a revised requirement that:
“The response time shall be less than 30 seconds for >95% of cases for any solution that
provides more accurate and precise caller location and satisfies the precision and accuracy
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requirements."
No Compliance for 2 as follows:-

-

CHAR_002: currently there are small charges incurred for roaming SMS and https solutions
(Architectures 2 and 4). This is discussed in sections 3.2 and 6 and not seen as a major
issue.
LOCA_004: there is not yet a widely available improved fallback solution for when HELP112
handset based solution is unable to find a location using GNSS or WiFi - handset provides
Cell ID which is similar to network provided cell ID which the PSAP can already use. However
another pilot team is checking whether a better location can be provided by obtaining cell
information by a control plane solution.

And Not Able To Test compliance in five cases:-

LOCA_002: unable to test Galileo and EGNOS to provide GNSS locations due to lack of
consistent coverage and inability to check what constellation has been used to determine
location by the handset.

-

PRES_001: BT Stage 1 PSAP does not use a GIS system

-

RESP_001: response time less than 5 seconds is not able to be tested as AEL functionality
always waits 20 seconds before sending best location (GNSS, WiFi or Cell). However, this
response time for Cell-ID from AML is not really necessary as network location based on Cell
ID is already available from mobile networks in less than 5 seconds.
Recommendation would be to allow this answer to include the network provided Cell-ID
location information already provided to PSAPs, which occurs within 2 seconds in UK.

-

AML 001 and AML 002 : these relate to enhancements to existing handset location
information that would include altitude, cell information and radio measurements, and to
triggering AML when a handset makes an emergency SMS. The HELP112 solution of
Architecture 1 and Architecture 4 (both use simple name/value pair information elements) can
evolve to take additional fields as handset functionality evolves in line with expected AEL
plans.
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7 Conclusions
1. Handset location information using GNSS measurements has made a very significant
improvement to the location data being provided to emergency services in the UK.
Testing showed that in 98% of cases AML, now largely delivered by Android Emergency
Location functionality, is a major improvement compared to the location obtained from the
network provider, and enables the emergency services to pinpoint the caller’s position. This is
true for both indoor and outdoor locations.
In our tests we saw 73% of calls where we obtained a GNSS-based location and 23% with a
Wi-Fi-based location, reducing the search area from a circle with radius 1983m on average to
one with radius 37m.
2. We did find issues with some phones, which are being addressed by software updates
or hardware configuration changes as Android Emergency Location functionality
becomes established:
- An appreciable number of phone models (affecting about 35% of live emergency
calls) were generally unable to access GNSS functionality during emergency calls,
falling-back to the still much-improved (but sometimes less accurate) Wi-Fi-based
results, particularly when indoors
- A few tests (for phone models unable to access GNSS functionality during the call)
resulted in Wi-Fi-based locations which were sometimes inaccurate, delivering an
historic location on occasions
- A very small number of phone models (affecting less than 1% of live emergency calls)
were able to establish a good location but weren’t able to send an SMS message
during emergency calls.
3. Foreign roamers dialling emergency numbers in the UK can be located using an
international long SMS number configured in the existing Google software to deliver
location to the visited country’s PSAP. This will normally cause a charge to be raised and
would require callers to have credit, so we’d recommend that, particularly where there’s a
large population of roamers, that mobile networks establish a zero rating for texts to these
numbers. In the short term and for more occasional roamers a small charge may well be
acceptable.
4. It is straightforward to receive AML location messages through HTTPS transmission.
This could be used in cases where:
a. Data and/or Wi-Fi coverage is widespread
b. A supplement for SMS is useful, where more information is needed than can be
carried in SMS messages
c. An alternative to long SMS numbers for foreign roamers is required (although roaming
data may be switched off, Wi-Fi can be used in some areas)
In the absence of Wi-Fi, use of the mobile data channel normally requires a charge and we
would recommend AML messages to PSAPs be zero rated by the mobile networks.
5. AML information needs to be well managed by PSAPs and PSAP call takers, in the
same way as location information provided by networks, or verbally by callers.
A PSAP Call Taker user guide for how to make effective use of handset location information is
needed to manage some of anomalies noted in 2 above. This will include how much weight to
give to the location circles with 68% confidence that Google provide from GNSS, Wi-Fi or Cell
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based sources.
Good user interfaces in PSAPs are important to ensure call takers are aware that callers
could sometimes be slightly outside the location circles
6. GNSS-based locations are the most precise, accurate and reliable and are increasingly
available from a wide range of handsets, but not yet all handsets, during an emergency
call.
For rural test results we see an average radius of 13m, and 17m in urban areas: these will
currently be using the GPS and Glonass constellations.
7. WiFi-based locations also improve considerably over network based solutions, and
help appreciably when GNSS is not readily available (eg indoors), though they need
clear guidelines on use to avoid limitations.
For urban areas we see an average radius of 24m in tests.
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9 Terminology
Name

Definition

AML

Advanced Mobile Location – A BT sourced method of sending location data from
smartphones to emergency call handlers.

GNSS

Global Navigation Satellite System – a method of determining precise location by
receiving broadcast radio signals from a number of satellites orbiting the earth.

Wi-Fi

Wireless Fidelity – a method of connecting devices to the internet using short-range
radio signals. Observing which Wi-Fi access points are within range can give a
decent location using an online database of access point positions.

SMS

Short Messaging Service – used by AML to send phones’ locations to the PSAP.
Chosen as the transport mechanism in the UK due to its greater availability and
reliability over internet protocols.

HTTPS

Secure Hypertext Transfer Protocol – an internet protocol usually used to transmit
web pages, available as an alternative to SMS to send location information in
Google’s implementation of AML.

PSAP

Public Safety Answering Point – the organisation that receives and/or handles an
emergency call.

MSISDN

Mobile Station International Subscriber Directory Number – full telephone number
for a mobile phone.
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Appendix A - Results for Testing Current AML
The attached spreadsheets show the test results for testing of four handsets using three mobile
networks, showing the actual position, network-reported position and AML-reported position. The URL
on each row opens up a page using a web site which shows the three locations on a map centred on
the actual position.
Each test is manually classified to show whether the network location circle contained the caller, the
AML location circle contained the caller, the AML location circle was within 50m of the caller and
whether AML improved the indicated location or not over the network-provided location.
Also shown is the distance between the network and AML provided centre points, plus the gap, if any,
between the two location circles.
We then show the time delay from the start of the call (the time it is answered by the PSAP) until the
AML message arrives at BT’s AML server.
And finally we show the ratio of the areas of the network provided location to the AML location,
indicating the improvement in search time if the area had to be searched for the caller.

Spreadsheet 1 – Test Results for Standard Tests
See attached excel spreadsheet Help112_Tests Standard

Spreadsheet 2 – Test Results for Special Tests
See attached spreadsheet Help112_Tests Special

Spreadsheet 3 – Tests using phones with issues when sending location
See attached spreadsheet Help112_Tests Issues
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Appendix B - Long Number Tests
These test results show how we can use a standard SMS endpoint to receive AML messages from
phones which are being used in the UK with foreign SIMs. We tried SIMs from a variety of countries.
Most had credit but one was without credit. Some were able to access mobile data in the UK and
some weren’t. And they also used a variety of UK networks.

Spreadsheet 4 – Test results using rule to forward location to long number SMS target
See attached spreadsheet Help112_Tests Roamers
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Appendix C - HTTPS Tests
These tests were done to check what data came through the HTTPS channel from Google’s AML
implementation, and whether we could receive it and pass it on. We used a number of SIMs, with and
without data connections, from the UK and abroad, and with/without the telephone number visible to
the phone.

Spreadsheet 5 – Test results using HTTPS to communication location from phone
See attached spreadsheet Help112_Tests HTTPS
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Appendix D - Compliance to D1.1 Technical Requirements

See attachment: Template Compliance D1.1 Technical Requirements BT Pilot
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Appendix E - Compliance to D1.1 Accuracy Requirements
for phones BT Pilot
See attachment: Compliance to D1.1 Accuracy Requirements for phones BT Pilot
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Appendix F - Compliance for Indoor and Outdoor positions
See attachment: Compliance indoor outdoor vs User Requirements BT Pilot
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Appendix G - Compliance for Positioning Methods
See attachment: Compliance Positioning Methods vs User Requirements BT Pilot
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Appendix H - Compliance of User Scenarios
See attachment: Compliance User Scenarios vs User Requirements BT Pilot
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Appendix I - BT PSAP HTTP(S) Post Message
The HTTP POST message has a header section and a content section.
The header has the usual HTTP parameters, and additional ones to provide security, manage
resilience and for statistics : there is a password to authenticate the sender, a message ID to uniquely
identify each AML message (because eSMS server sends to both AML servers) and a source field to
say whether it was a data SMS or text SMS.
The content is just a block of text, used to specify two name-value pairs in our case. Name and value
are separated by the = character and pairs are separated by the & character. We use the fields SRCMSN for the telephone number and MSG for the value of the SMS message. However there's also an
extra bit of encoding that goes on : non-alphanumeric characters are encoded with a percent sign and
their asci value in hexadecimal. This avoids the value of a field containing an ampersand and breaking
the format, for instance. A typical message will look like this:
SRCMSN=447933501037&MSG=A%22ML%3D1%3Blt%3D51.754%3Blg%3D0.247%3Brd%3D45%3Btop
%3D20160218180656%3Blc%3D98%3Bpm%3DW%3Bei%3D556677%3Bmcc%3D234%3Bmnc%3D
33%3Bsi%3D3333%3Bml%3D101
All the %3Ds are equals signs and %3B is semi-colon. The decoded value for the MSG value is:
A"ML=1;lt=51.754;lg=0.247;rd=45;top=20160218180656;lc=98;pm=W;ei=556677;mcc=234;mnc=33;si
=3333;ml=101
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